
Project Description

Client Information:
The New Media Institute (NMI) is an interdisciplinary academic unit dedicated to
exploring the critical, commercial and creative dimensions of emerging technologies. The
NMI is committed to the teaching and training of new media professionals and to
providing non-technical students with technical skills and knowledge. This is what they
call encouraging students to be “techknowledgable.” The NMI brings faculty, staff,
students and industry leaders of all disciplines together in an environment dedicated to
exploring the applications of new media technologies. Curriculum focuses on critical
investigations into the constantly changing media landscape, the development of skills to
build commercial products and the creation of projects that use new media solutions to
address real-world problems.

In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TED has created a program called TEDx. TEDx is
a program of local, self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. Our event is called TEDxUGA, where x = independently organized TED
event. The TED Conference provides general guidance for the TEDx program, but
individual TEDx events, including ours, are self-organized. This year TEDxUGA will be
celebrating its 10th anniversary with the theme Roots. To date, TEDxUGA has spread its
ideas to over 5.5 million people worldwide.

via www.tedxuga.com and www.nmi.cool

Mission:
Our mission is to create Augmented Reality (AR) filters for the client in order to spread
awareness for the New Media Institute (NMI) and the yearly TEDxUGA event. The
necessary software used in this project will be Spark AR, GIPHY, and Blender. This
project will also require knowledge of social media strategy and design. Our final
deliverables will consist of AR filters for the client, evergreen GIFs and stickers, and
target tracking posters. We will be taking the knowledge learned in this development
process to create a comprehensive learning platform in order to teach other students how
to develop their own AR filters for social media.

Goals
● Safety:

http://www.tedxuga.com
http://www.nmi.cool


○ Our minimum deliverable for this project is creating an educational
resource for learning how to create AR filters on WordPress. We will also
be creating one randomizer AR filter called “Which TEDxUGA theme are
you?,”an immersive AR filter for the TEDx stage, and one NMI related
real-world sticker.

● Main:
○ The main goal for this project is to create a total of three types of AR filters

for the NMI. We will also develop target tracking posters to be placed
around the Journalism building and advertise for this year's TEDxUGA
event. These target tracking posters will have interactive media about the
speakers, theme, and event details. Lastly, we will develop an educational
resource website on WordPress with a comprehensive tutorial video and
step-by-step instructions.

○ Three AR Filters
■ Randomizer: “Which TED theme are you?”
■ Immersive: On the TED x UGA stage
■ Real world: Corgi butt wiggling with an NMI logo t-shirt

○ Target tracking posters on campus
■ Speaker introductions
■ Announce what the theme of TED (Roots) means

○ Educational Resource Website
■ Tutorial video on website with step by step instructions on how to

create AR filters
● Reach:

○ The reach goal for this project consists of all deliverables listed in the Main
Goal category with an additional beautifying or game AR filter. We will
also develop social media GIFs and stickers themed to the New Media
Institute. Lastly, we will add a QR code for the NMI club discoverable
through AR.

○ Filters (for Instagram/Facebook)
■ Randomizer: “Which TED theme are you?”
■ Immersive: On the TED x UGA stage
■ Real world: Corgi butt wiggling with an NMI logo t-shirt
■ Beautifying or Game filter

○ Evergreen NMI GIFs/Stickers
■ PIXEL the Corgi and Chris’ baby with an NMI shirt on



■ GIF & Sticker of NMI logo
■ GIf & Sticker of NMI Slogan

○ NMI Club
■ Discoverable QR Code

Challenges and Solutions

● Technology (Minimal Coding and 3D Animation Experience)
○ The technology used in this project, specifically Spark AR, Blender, and

GIPHY are new to every team member. We will have to learn how to not
only use but personalize within each software in order to produce our
deliverables. We will also have to be able to not only create the deliverables
but make them professional and polished.

○ Solution: We are going to watch online tutorials and learning experiences
on Spark AR and GIPHY to practice how to work the software for the
project. We will try to limit the amount of 3D animation used in the project
and opt for non copyrighted, licensed photos or 2D animations.

● Creating an Open Source Educational Resource
○ None of our team members have ever created any kind of educational

resource, especially not in a virtual format. We would like to build an
interactive site that will not just show but teach readers how to create AR
filters.

○ Solution: We will explore a variety of open resource learning websites to
inspire our own teaching platform. We will stick to WordPress which all
team members are comfortable using to create our learning resource. We
will also use inspiration from the tutorials that helped us learn Spark AR as
good teaching tools for the software.

● Managing the Timeline
○ As none of the team members have experience creating any of the

deliverables, this will be a learning curve. Not only do we have to learn the
software, but produce for the client by the set deadlines. This means we will
have to devote lots of time to making sure we stay on schedule and keep up
with due dates. We have to make sure we take equal time both learning and
producing.

○ Solution: In order to manage this timeline, we have developed a Google
sheets document to outline dates and note progress. Additionally, each team
member has noted important deadlines in personal calendars. We will also



maximize communication through having 2 group chats, iMessage and
Slack. Lastly, we have set a supplementary meeting time, weekly on
Friday’s at 4pm to make sure we stay up to date on work and have extra
allotted time to complete all necessary tasks.

Detailed Project Timeline

Each team member has put the dates into the tracking calendar of their choice. We have
also created a team excel document.

SEPTEMBER

Checkpoint 1 - 9/13 List of DRI
Presentation - Tori
Alpha - Nick
Exploratory Research - Jacqueline
Project Plan - Midori
PR/FAQ - Alex

9/15 Thurs. - Following the presentations, use feedback and begin working on
tasks for Checkpoint 2.
09/16 Fri. - Begin work on UX Map.
9/20 Tues. - Begin designs for target tracking posters, GIFS and stickers. Start
development for the Beta. Conduct initial user research.
9/22 Thurs. - Review designs as a team and begin revisions. Continue working on
the Beta. Brainstorm team name and website URL.
09/23 Fri. - Solidify team name and website URL.
9/27 Tues. - Begin work on the Checkpoint 2 presentation. Review user research as
a team.
9/29 Thurs. - Templating for Checkpoint 2 final documents. Finish UX map. Work
deliverables as needed.

OCTOBER
10/01 Fri. - Scheduled team meeting to complete all remaining tasks.



10/4 Tues. - Presentation practice. Add finishing touches and submit all
Checkpoint 2 items. Begin brainstorming and sketches for SLAM promotional material
on Checkpoint 3.

Checkpoint 2 - 10/6 List of DRI
Presentation - Alex
User Research- Midori
Beta- Tori
UX Map - Nick
Team Name and Website URL - Jacqueline

10/11 - SEMESTER MIDPOINT: Debrief feedback we receive and begin to work on
the presentation for Checkpoint 3.
10/13 Thurs. Begin work on 1.0 and the website Beta .
10/14 Fri. - Begin VDD, poster, and continue work on SLAM promotional material.
10/18 Tues - Begin checkpoint 3 presentation.
10/20 Thurs. - Review website Beta and testing for 1.0.
10/21 Fri. - Continue work on all deliverables as needed. Begin peer evaluations.
Brainstorm for project trailer.
10/25 - WITHDRAWAL DEADLINE - Continue work on all deliverables as needed.
10/27 Thurs. - Review deliverables and assess next steps. Begin work on the project
website.
10/28 Fri. - Presentation practice. Finish all deliverables and review as a team to submit.

NOVEMBER

Checkpoint 3, peer evaluation two due - 11/1 List of DRI
Presentation - Jacqueline
1.0 - All Team Members
Visual Design Document (VDD) - Nick
Poster - Midori
Website Beta- Alex
SLAM Promotional Material- Tori

11/8 Tues. -  Discuss feedback and begin work on Checkpoint 4 and 1.0. Begin filming
for the project trailer.



11/10 Thurs. - Portfolio overview due. Begin stage presentation beta brainstorms. Begin
launch/handoff/social deliverables.
11/15 Tues. Future Fundsters, Shirt Distribution, and SLAM Rundown. Begin client
feedback assignment.
11/11 Fri. - Presentation practice. Submit resumes, client feedback assignment, and assess
finishing touches for checkpoint 4 deliverables.

Checkpoint 4 -  11/17 List of DRI
Stage presentation beta- Tori
1.1- Jacqueline
Launch/Handoff/Social Deliverables-  Nick
Resume - All Team Members
Client Feedback Assignment - All Team Members

11/22 Tues. - Review feedback on stage presentation beta and start revisions. Begin
operational project, booth presentation + one pager.
11/29 Tues. - Continue work on the project website and review project trailer/give
revisions.

DECEMBER

12/1 Thurs. - Continue work on an operational project, booth presentation + one pager,
and website. Finalize project trailer.
12/02 Fri. - Submit final peer evaluations. Review and finalize all deliverables. Practice
stage presentation.

Final Deliverables List of DRI
Operational Project-  Jacqueline
Stage Presentations- Tori
Booth Presentation + One Pager - Alex
Project Trailer - Nick (+Midori +Alex)
Project Website - Midori + Alex
Final Peer Evaluation - All team members

12/06 - Trailers Due at 11:59pm
12/08 - DEBRIEF
12/10 - SLAM


